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THE ATTACHED TRANSCRIPT WAS TYPED FROM A RECORDING AND NOT COPIED FROM AN ORIGINAL SCRIPT.  BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF MISHEARING AND THE DIFFICULTY IN SOME CASES OF IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS, THE BBC CANNOT VOUCH FOR ITS COMPLETE ACCURACY.


TX:  29.09.10 - Described Theatre

PRESENTER:  WINIFRED ROBINSON


ROBINSON
Some theatres are offering back stage touch tours before shows start for people in the audience who are blind.  Obviously it takes the whole inclusion thing on a bit from the audio descriptions that are sometimes provided.  So what exactly is a touch tour?  We sent Tony Shearman to the West End in London for an accessible tour of the revived 1960s musical hair.  I know - here it is.

Music - Hair

Shearman
Now here's a phrase you don't hear every day - Tony Shearman's on stage in London's West End.  But it's true, I'm actually on stage at the Gielgud Theatre for the production of Hair The Musical, ahead of a special touch tour for the visually impaired and an audio described matinee.  Well alongside me is Clare Le May, from the company VocalEyes, she's one of the audio describers and she'll be doing the touch tour and taking part in the audio description later on. 

Clare, first of all, for those of us who are far too young to remember Hair when it hit Broadway in the late '60s what is it about?

Le May
It's about a group of hippies who are trying to demonstrate it's possible to live a different way.  And they're trying to show that you can live a peaceful life, you can live in harmony, you can also have a great time while you're at it - getting high on drugs - and we don't need war.  So it's about a group of about 36 young people and they all hang out together and it's about the confrontations that they have in trying to live this way.

Shearman
And you'd better tell us why was it considered so shocking at the time?

Le May
There's a lot of quite rich language, there's full nudity, which had never been seen on a London stage before, there's a lot of references to all sorts of sexual acts - they don't hold back on the language.

Shearman
This touch tour is going to be very interesting indeed.

Music - Hair

Le May
We're in the hang out for the tribe, which is what the cast are known as.  Very simple set - basically at the back we have a wall that's painted with multi-coloured rays of the sun - purples, deep blue, yellow - radiating out and then over towards your right we have an army truck that is parked side on and it's painted in sort of a khaki effect but it's been slightly hippyfied, it's more of a psychedelic version of a khaki effect.

Music - Hair

Cast chatting
Oh here's Margaret.

Here's her boots.

Margaret has a very different look.  

She comes in from the audience; we bring her up on stage.

She's - as you'll feel, she's very voluptuous and ... yeah it's alright, go for it, go for it. That's what it's there for.

Shearman
I've got my hand on a boob.  It's not a real one; it's the costume she wears.  Whose hair is this?

Cast member
That's Claude's hair.

Shearman
This is Claude's is it?

Cast member
Yes he's the ....

Shearman
Yeah embroidered headband here.

Cast member
This is Hud's hair.

Shearman
Not as long as I thought it might be.

Cast member
Ah okay.

I don't think he'd want it any longer, start swallowing it I think.

Is this real hair?

Yes this is real hair.

It feels very real.

Music - Hair

Audio description
As the theatre lights fade the swirling orb projected onto the silk stills and darkens to...

Shearman
Well Act One is underway and I'm actually in with the audio describer, his name's Willy.  Let's have a listen, maybe we'll talk to him in the interval.

Willy
.... revealing the musicians at the back of the stage in a shadowy light.  The same pink light rises in the theatre boxes.  A young woman stands in a box on the right and a young man in a box on the left.  Other members of the tribe filter through the auditorium ascend the steps on either side of the front of the stage or cling on to the ladders by the proscenium arch.  They make their way through the dress circle and climb along the short walkways.  They look down on the stage as a silk drops to the floor and flows out of view like mercury.  Dionne stands in the centre of the carpeted floor, arms outstretched and welcome as a tide gathers around her...

Singing - Hair

Shearman
Well the first act is over, we're now in the interval and I've caught up with the company manager of this production Hannah Shafron [phon.].  Now Hannah, Cameron Mackintosh supported audio description for some time haven't they?

Shafron
Yes they have absolutely.  It's very, very important to us that our performances are accessible to everyone.  The last production of Cameron's that I did that had touch tours and accessible performances was the international tour of Miss Saigon, which went all up and down the country in the UK and abroad.  But I know that we do accessible performances for anything we can that's in town, so productions such as Oliver or Avenue Q which are currently running.

Shearman
And of course Les Mis which is next door.

Shafron
And Les Mis, which is next door, absolutely, which has been going for 25 years.

Shearman
Wow, that long.  Now what's the reaction been from visually impaired theatre goers, has the take up been good?

Shafron
Yes it's marvellous and it's always very, very nice to have people in who may not necessarily get to appreciate the full value of the performance unless we were able to supply some sort of support such as touch tours or audio descriptions or signed performances, which means that people across the spectrum can get access to our performances.

Shearman
And Willy Elliot from VocalEyes, who we heard audio describing the first half, is actually alongside me now.  It's a very difficult thing to do - audio description - how do you set about it?

Elliot
It depends on the play really or the production, I mean this - Hair in particular is there's so much music in it and it's really, really loud for most of the time, so what I tend to do is try to find ends of lines or ends of verses where you can slot in the audio description without treading too much on what's being sung.  We do a DVD of the show at home and a copy of the script that the actors are working from, so we're always running it and then rewinding and timing it, it's a bit like editing a movie almost.  Sometimes I look at a scene and I just write exactly what's happening and then have to chop, chop, chop the sentence and sometimes you end up just saying a character's name in the end because there's no time to do anything else.

Audio description
The tribe break their formation revealing Claude still in uniform laid out on the floor on the American flag.  The tribe drift away out into the auditorium leaving Claude alone.  His body and the flag enclosed in a rectangle of light.  The snow softly falls.  The light fades to darkness.

Singing - Hair

Robinson
Tony Shearman reporting from the Gielgud Theatre.  Hair's London run is finished but you'll find links on our website to other tours.  And services for people who have disabilities is the subject of one of our anniversary programmes to mark You and Yours' 40th birthday next month.  Full details of when you can hear those editions are on the You and Yours blog.  And we'd still be interested to hear your reflections on how ordinary life has changed since 1970.  Get in touch with us via bbc.co.uk then follow the links to Radio 4.

